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Since the classifying spaces BGL(K) and BGL’(K)+ (K =W or C) have the same modp 
cohomology, Atiyah’s theorem on the completion of the representation ring of a finite group can 
be interpreted as a theorem in algebraic K-theory. We discuss both this result and the analogue 
for finite fields, using facts about H*(G, iZ/r) to recover information on RF,(G). 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 18F25, 2OC20 
Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence 
1 representations of groups of order p”lh over F, 
Let A be a commutative ring with unit. If W equals the disjoint union of the 
objects wGL( n, A) where w is the simplicial classifying complex associated to the 
group GL( n, A), then the operation of taking the direct sum of two matrices induces 
a free simplicial semigroup structure on W. If UW denotes its enveloping group, 
there is a homotopy equivalence 
K,(A) x BGL( A)+ = 1 UWJ, 
where BGL(A)+ is the classifying space for algebraic K-theory introduced by Quillen 
[6,8]. Using this description of the classifying space it is clear how to construct a 
flat bundle map 
RA(G) -+ KA(BG) = [BG, K,(A) x BGL(A)+], 
u 
where G is a finite group and RA(G) is the Grothendieck group of isomorphism 
classes of finitely generated A-projective A[ G] -modules, modulo short exact sequen- 
ces. Under very general assumptions on A, which hold for example if A is a field, 
(Y is well-defined on equivalence classes of A-representations, in particular if 
O+E,+E+E,+O 
is a short exact sequence of modules, then CX( E,) + a( E2) = a(E), see [7, Theorem 
2’1. When the ring A is a finite field IF, of characteristic p, q = p’, the projective class 
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group K,(A) reduces to the integers H and we may define I = IRIF,( G) to be the 
kernel of the augmentation map which sends each class of modules to its dimension 
over [F,. Powers of the ideal I may be used to define neighbourhoods of zero in the 
representation ring, and we denote the completion of RF,(G) in this topology by 
RIF,( G)^. 
Theorem 1 [8]. IfG is a jfinite group the completion 
a*: RIF,( G)^+ KlF,( BG) 
of the flat bundle homomorphism is a continuous isomorphism, which is natural with 
respect to group homomorphisms and field extensions. 
This theorem is the analogue of the one proved by Atiyah, see [l] and section 
three below, for complex topological K-theory. Indeed Rector’s proof is in the spirit 
of [2], depending as it does an ideal theoretic interpretation of Brauer’s induction 
theorem. As Atiyah himself has said in a recent interview, see [3], this proof resembles 
the assembly of a jigsaw puzzle in that it requires a large number of rather special 
results to fit together in just the right way. The fact that it is true in the framework 
of algebraic K-theory, at least for finite fields and for algebraically closed subfields 
of the complex numbers @, suggests that we should try and construct a proof along 
the lines of [4]. This will require rewriting the foundations of algebraic K-theory, 
as developed for example in [6], to allow for the action of a discrete group G in a 
class large enough to include all finite groups on the modules and other objects 
concerned. If this can be done then Theorem 1 and perhaps Theorem 4 below will 
be special cases of a result about the existence of a (pro) isomorphism between 
KF*,(X)/I” . KFz(X) and &Z&(X x EG”) for finite G-complexes X and a suitable 
field F. The proof of such a theorem will also provide further examples of equivariant 
cohomology theories for which analogues of the Segal conjecture for equivariant 
stable cohomotopy hold. 
The aim of the present paper is more modest. In section one we complete Rector’s 
paper [8] along the lines of [2] by defining the topological and Grothendieck 
filtrations on the modular representation ring. For an arbitrary finite group G the 
comparison of these two filtrations is no simpler than in characteristic zero; although 
something can be said for groups of prime power order. We also use the structure 
of RF,(G) as a A-ring to identify its image in KIF,(BG) under the uncompleted 
flat bundle homomorphism. Section two contains one or two applications of group 
cohomology with finite coefficients to the study of modular representations-these 
may already be known by other techniques. In the final section we use the results 
of Suslin on the K-theory of algebraically closed fields to formulate Atiyah’s theorem 
in algebraic terms. This provides the second hint that the programme suggested in 
the previous paragraph may be worthwhile. 
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1. Filtrations and the A-ring structure of RF,(G) 
By means of the exterior powers A’(E) of an F,G module E we can give RF,(G) 
the structure of a A-ring. As usual we write 
A,(x) = 1 + c Ai(x) 
izl 
where A’(x) = x and A’(x) is obtained from the exterior powers of the modules 
defining its equivalence class. As in the definition of the flat bundle homomorphism 
(Y we need to apply Theorem 2’ of [7] to handle short exact sequences of modules, 
which do not split as direct sums. It is also possible to use Anderson’s description 
of the classifying space Z x BGL(F,)+ to give KlF,(X) the structure of a A-ring, and 
with this model it is clear that (Y is a homomorphism of A-rings. We recall the 
definition of the Grothendieck operators: 
y’(x)=A’(x+i-1), 
rt(x) = 1 + c $(x)t’, and the inversion formulae 
iZl 
x(x) = b/,-r(~), As(x) = x,,+s(x). 
Definition. The (even) y-filtration on the representation ring RF,(G) is obtained by 
letting Rzk( G) equal the subgroup generated by the monomials 
+(x,)+(x,) . . . yqx,), XjCI, i ijsk. 
j=1 
As for the complex numbers RF,(G) = R,Y( G), I = Rl( G) and RF,(G) is a filtered 
ring with R& . R2: s Rzck+,). 
Along with the existence of the isomorphism (YI in [S] Rector establishes the 
existence of a fourth quadrant spectral sequence 
E;“= H’(G, KF;(pt))+GrKF;(BG), 
where 
L(F,), 3 < 0, 
KIFi( pt) = 
1 
z, s = 0, 
0, s > 0. 
We recall that for s > 0, KS@,) = 0 (s = even) or H/ qst”* - 1 (S = odd). The construc- 
tion of this spectral sequence leads to a second filtration on the representation ring. 
Definition. RIFztk(G) = Ker(RF,(G) --+ KF,(BG) z K!F,(BG2k-‘)). 
CI 
Inspection of the coefficients shows that KF,(X2k) = Kff,(Xzk+‘), and hence the 
topological filtration is again even in the sense that 
R:Ok( G) = R:OkP_,( G). 
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Once more from the definitions RTP( G) = R5,( G), RyP( G) = RyP( G) = I. The three 
filtrations Ik, Rzk and R:“k have the following properties: 
(i) The graded group associated to the y-filtration is finitely generated, and 
provided that we choose IF, to be a sufficiently large extension of the prime field 
ff,, the number of generators equals the sums of the dimensions of the irreducible 
modular representations. (The number of these equals the number of p-regular 
conjugacy classes in G.) This is proved in exactly the same way as Proposition 12.1 
and Corollary 12.2 in [2]. Corollary 12.3 in the same paper implies: 
(ii) If IF, is sufficiently large the topologies defined by the I-adic and y-filtrations 
on RF,(G) coincide. 
As in the case of the complex numbers we may ask about the relationship between 
the topological and y-filtrations. This is most easily done by means of the Brauer 
lifting of a representation module over F, to the character of a virtual representation 
over C. We recall that this is done by first choosing some fixed embedding cp of the 
multiplicative group of the algebraic closure r4 - (0) in C - (0). If the l?,-eigenvalues 
of the representation module M are p,, . . . , P,, we lift M to the virtual representation 
whose complex character is 
It turns out that the image of the modular representation ring under this map equals 
the subset of RC( G) which is invariant under the action of the Adams operation (L’. 
Lemma 2. The Brauer lifting map is compatible with the A-structures on R5,( G) and 
R@(G). 
Proof. If the eigenvalues of the IF,G-module M are p,, . . . , Pn, the eigenvalues of 
the ith exterior power module A ‘M are {/3j,pjz, . . . , /?,, : j, <j, <. * . < ji}. The charac- 
ter of the Brauer lifting of A’M is therefore the ith elementary symmetric function 
in the complex numbers cp(p,), . . . , (P(A), which in turn equals the ith exterior 
character of the lift of the original module M. 
As in [8] choose the embedding ~0 :E, - (0) + C - {0} so that the Brauer lifting is 
multiplicative. 0 
An immediate consequence of the identification of RF,(G) with RC(G)“” and 
of Lemma 2 is 
(iii) Rzk( G) c RYE(G). 
As in the case of the complex numbers it would be useful to know a family of finite 
groups for which the two filtrations are equal. Since R[Fzj’( G)/R[Ftf( G) is isomor- 
phic to H’(G, K,(IF,)) =Hom(G, Z/q - l), it is clear that this holds for k = 2. 
However the calculations in the next section suggest that in general this is the best 
one can do, and that for the alternating group on 4-symbols Rz is properly contained 
in RpP for q equal to a power of 3. For groups of prime power order the situation 
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is more promising, but since in order to obtain a non-trivial representation ring we 
must then take (q, ICI) = 1, when F,G is semisimple, the solution is likely to be 
similar to that for @, see [lo]. 
(iv) The image of RF,(G) in KlF,(BG) under the flat bundle homomorphism 
consists of those classes x such that A,(x) is a rational function of t. 
To see this, first lift x to a class in [BG, Z x BGL(@)], using the homotopy 
equivalence between BGL(lF,)+ and the homotopy fibre of (c14 - 1. By Lemma 2, if 
A,(x) is rational, the same holds for the lifted class y. By [l, Theorem 1.161 y lies 
in the image of R@(G) under the complex flat bundle map. If y = Q(Z), z is still 
ti4-invariant, and hence comes from a class in RF,(G). 
2. Applications of the spectral sequence 
In this section we use the fourth quadrant spectral sequence 
E>“= H’(G, KF~(pr))+GrKF$(BG) 
to study the modular representation ring in a few simple cases. 
(i) Let the order of G be a power of p, the characteristic of IF,. Since p Y qs - 1, 
the spectral sequence collapses, and we recover the familiar result that RlF,( G) = Z. 
(Directly in terms of representations, each representation module E has a composi- 
tion series, in which successive quotients are trivial.) 
(ii) Let G be the dihedral group of order 6. Over the complex numbers there are 
three irreducible representations, two of which are one-dimensional and the other 
2-dimensional. The first two correspond to 3-regular conjugacy classes, represented 
by elements of order 1 or 2, and the last to a 2-regular class. It follows that with 
coefficients in F, the character table has the form 
C, Cz 
i----- 
PI 1 1 
P2 1 -1 
corresponding to the two isomorphism classes of irreducible submodules for the 
semisimple ring F3C2. Cohomologically this corresponds to the fact that 
H*(&, Z/3” - 1) = H*( c,, Z/3” - 1). 
More generally let G be a group of order p”Zb for arbitrary prime numbers p and 
1. If K is a subgroup of G and A an arbitrary coefficient module the element 
x E H’(K, A) is said to be stable if x and its image c,(x) under conjugation by an 
arbitrary element g E G agree after restriction to H’(K n gKg-‘; A). We may use 
the corresponding statement for representation rings to define the stable subset of 
RF,(K). It is an important result from the theory of group cohomology that if G, 
is an I-Sylow subgroup of G, then the I-torsion subgroup of H’(G, A) maps 
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isomorphically onto the stable elements of H’(G!, A). There are two particularly 
important special cases: 
(i) If G is a split extension of the form 
then H’( G,, A) is a direct summand of H’( G, A). This holds for example when 
G = Dzp, the dihedral group of order 2p, p = odd prime. 
(ii) If G, is the unique I-Sylow subgroup of G and hence normal, the l-torsion 
subgroup of H’( G, A) is isomorphic to the subgroup of H’( G,, A) left invariant 
by conjugation. 
Returning to the group of order p”Zb let q = p’ be so large that the field IF, contains 
a primitive lb-th root of unity. This is always possible by the generalized version of 
Fermat’s little theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let IF, be the suficiently largefieldjust defined. The restriction map induced 
by the inclusion of a representative I-Sylow subgroup G, in G dejines an isomorphism 
RF,( G)/n RIF:&( G) = stable( RF,( G,)). 
k 
Proof. Consider the restriction homomorphism at the &-level of the spectral 
sequence. Since the prime p does not divide qs - 1, 
H’(G, Z/q”- 1) =stable(H’(G,, Z/q”- l)), 
which is a direct summand of H’( G,, Z/ qs - 1). Since the stable elements are defined 
by means of restriction and conjugation, and both homomorphisms are geometrically 
realizable as maps between classifying spaces, the stable elements define a subspec- 
tral sequence in 
H’( G,, Z/q” - l)=+ GrKFg(BG,). 
By comparison the &-terms of the spectral sequence for G and of the subspectral 
sequence for G, are isomorphic. Aliter: the homomorphisms of the topologically 
filtered groups 
Ind 
induce homomorphisms cp* and ‘p* of the associated graded l-torsion groups. Using 
Frobenius reciprocity ((p*(p*(x) = [G : Gl]x, see [2, p. 301) and the double coset rule 
we see that, as in the case of ordinary cohomology, cp* is an isomorphism onto the 
direct summand of stable elements. We now claim that 
Res: KlF,(BG)+ KIF,(BG,) 
is a monomorphism. Suppose otherwise, and that x E KIF,( BG) is a non-zero element 
such that Res(x) =O. As a complete topological group KIF,(BG) is Hausdorff so 
that there exists some value k with x E R:OkP/ R:OkP+2. It follows that the image of x 
in GrKtF,(BG) is non-zero, yet is mapped to zero under cp*, a contradiction. 0 
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Consider the following diagram of representation rings and their completions. 
RF,(G) - stable RF,( GI) 
Rh#V - stable RF,( G,)^. 
As in the case of complex representations the right hand kernel is trivial, because 
completion is a monomorphism for the group G, of prime power order. We have 
just proved that Res^ is also manic, from which it follows that Ker(Res) = 
nk RIFzgk( G), as required. In order to see that the image of the restriction map is 
not properly contained in the stable subset, recall that there is a version of the 
Brauer induction theorem which is valid in characteristic p (see for example Theorem 
21.15 in the revised version of the book on representation theory by C. Curtis and 
I. Reiner), which can be formulated in terms of an exact sequence as in [2, pp. 52-541. 
Since the subgroup G, is hyperelementary for any relevant field, a stable representa- 
tion of G1 is the image of some (virtual) representation of G. 
Remark. In the theorem we have assumed that F, contains a primitive lb-th root 
of unity, and hence that Z/ qs - 1 contains a subgroup of order lb, rather than work 
with the possibly smaller value I’ equal to the exponent of G,, in order to avoid 
any problems with the possibility that 1’ is not an exponent for H’( G,, Z). 
In order to see how the method of Theorem 3 applies, consider the symmetric 
group Sq, for which the complex character table is well-known to be Table 1. The 
representations pi and p, are irreducible over the field lFz, and pl, p2, p4 and ps 
over IF,. Note that since the irreducible representations of any symmetric group are 
defined over Q (indeed over Z) the prime fields also suffice in the modular case. At 
the prime 2 RF,(S,) is isomorphic to the stable part of RF,(C,). In cohomology 
there is no contribution to the stable elements in dimensions congruent to 1 (mod 4), 
Table 1 
l-cycle 
= c, 
2-cycles 
= c, 
3-cycles 
= c, 
4-cycles 
= c, 
pairs of 2-cycles 
= c, 
PI 1 1 1 1 1 
PZ 1 -1 1 -1 1 
P3 2 0 -1 0 2 
P4 3 1 0 -1 -1 
Ps 3 -1 0 1 -1 
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and in dimensions congruent to 3 (mod 4) we pick up a copy ofZ/3. This corresponds 
to the representation p3 splitting as a sum w + 6 when restricted to S,,, . Similar 
considerations for the cohomology of the dihedral group D8 determine RlF,(SJ. 
3. Algebraically closed subfields of @ 
According to Suslin [9], modulo uniquely divisible groups the K-theory of the 
fields R and @, s > 0, is described by Table 2. In comparison to topological K-theory 
note the shift in dimension associated with each copy of Q/Z. 
Table 2 
s (mods) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Furthermore, again modulo divisible groups, the entries in the lower row are the 
same for any algebraically closed subfield of the complex numbers, for example the 
algebraic closure a of the rational numbers. 
As in the case of finite fields we can use the groups K,(F), F equals R or @, as 
the coefficients in a cohomology theory. Of course the classifying spaces BGL( F)+, 
obtained either by adding cells of dimension 2 and 3 to an Eilenberg-Maclane space 
K(GL(F), 1) or as in the introduction, are enormous, but because H*(G, Q) is 
trivial for finire groups G, the homotopy sets [ BG, BGL( F)+] are more manageable. 
Formally if X is a finite CW-complex we define 
KF&(X) = [ S-“X, Z x BGL( F)+] for s s 0. 
Thus the coefficients of the cohomology theory are given by 
( 
X-,(F), s < 0, 
KF:,,( it) = z, s = 0, 
0, s > 0. 
Theorem 4. Let F be either an algebraically closed subjield of the complex numbers C 
or the real numbers Iw. If I denotes the augmentation ideal of the representation ring 
RF(G), then the homomorphisms 
a,: RF(G)/ I”. RF(G) + KF:,,(BG”) 
induce an isomorphism of pro-rings. 
Proof. That the flat bundle homomorphism 
cr:RC(G)+K@(BG)- 
Res 
K@( BG”) 
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factors through the quotient by I” is proved in [4]. It will follow from the proof 
below that IimJBG”, H x BGL(C)] = lim,-[BG”, Z x BGL(@)+] that (Y, is also well- 
defined in the algebraic case for @ (or for an algebraically closed subfield). The 
same holds for the real numbers R by [4, Theorem 7.11. 
In order to prove that the inverse limits of the homotopy sets are isomorphic we 
consider the inverse limit spectral sequences for topological and algebraic K-theory. 
These are isomorphic, because 
(i) H’( G, Q/Z) = H’+‘( G, Z), and 
(ii) the uniquely divisible summand of K,(C) makes no contribution to 
H’( G, K,(C)). This follows from the universal coefficient theorem, since if D is 
divisible Ext( I%_,( G, Z), D) = 0, and if division is unique Hom( FZ,( G, Z), D) = 0 
also. Another way of stating this is to observe that the fibre 2 of the map of 
classifying spaces 2 + BGL(@‘)++ BGL(@) is such that in each dimension H,(Z, Z) 
is a rational vector space. I am indebted to Z. Wojtkowiak for this last observation. 
There is no problem with the convergence of the limiting spectral sequence, since 
the Mittag-Leffler condition is satisfied. The conceivably unpleasant groups 
E;“( BG’) = H’(BG’, K,(C)) introduce no problems, since further towards the limit 
(n > I), the corresponding terms are finite. 
The argument for the real numbers IR is similar-note that there is no shift of 
dimension when s = 1 or 2 (mod 8). 
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